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Abstract 
This work deals with the application of multifractal methods to the analysis of polarization switching processes in 
ferroelectrics. The ferroelectric polarization reversal current was considered as a dynamic response of finite system 
with fractal behavior. The problem of fractal characteristics estimation was solved using fractal theory methods 
designed for nonstationary time series. The results of multifractal analysis were examined for polarization switching 
current of triglycine sulphate crystal obtained from electron beam induced polarization current mode. 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays the theory of fractals and multifractals is widely used to the description of self-similar 
properties and complex scaling observed in varied fields of application. Some set of objects (lines, 
surfaces, substances) have manifold geometrical forms and demonstrate specified repeatability in a wide 
range of scales. These objects can be referred to as a set of fractals [1].  
The process of ferroelectrics polarization switching is caused by the formation of self-similar 
structures. As a result the domain configuration of ferroelectric materials indicates the fractal character 
[2-3]. Many polydomain ferroelectrics including triglycine sulphate (TGS) group crystals have fractal 
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properties. Not only geometrical forms of objects but also a dynamic data of processes and phenomena 
occurring in systems with self-similarity structure are characterized by fractal scaling behavior.  
This paper describes the fractal parameters calculation of the polarization reversal processes in 
ferroelectric crystals based on multifractal theory methods designed for time series.  
2. Process of electron injection induced polarization switching in ferroelectrics  
The scanning electron microscopy techniques are used in physics to study surface properties and 
structure of solids. The electron probe of scanning electron microscope is not merely a passive indicator 
of the geometrical or potential profiles of the sample surface, but also the source of producing ionizing, 
electric and thermal action on the sample. The application of raster electron techniques to ferroelectrics, 
responding to electric and heat exposures of the electron bunches, enables us to create new modes of 
image formation and study electric properties of samples.  
The electron beams have been employed in [4] to study the processes of polarization reversal of 
ferroelectric crystals and ferroelectric thin films. The electron stimulated polarization current mode 
designed for visualization of ferroelectric domain structure has been proposed in [5]. This mode is based 
on application of sample response to local exposure of electron probe of a scanning electron microscope 
as a videosignal. The theoretical analysis of polarization reversal processes in ferroelectric crystal TGS in 
injection mode and simulation of ferroelectric repolarization dynamics have been performed in [6].  
The main feature of this mode consists in videosignal formation due to polarization reversal currents 
caused by electrons injected onto the surface layer. The scheme of videosignal registration is shown in 
Fig. 1. Electrons of the electron probe with the increased energy (>10keV) can penetrate through the thin 
upper metal electrode and accumulate under the surface layer with average depth l0. An increased value of 
the probe current (10-10 A) is also applied. Injecting electrons in ferroelectric crystals leads to 
accumulation of charges q in the irradiated layer. This results in opposite sign charges q1 and q2 on the top 
and bottom electrodes. These charges create electric fields E1 and E2 in the surface layer and in the 
sample respectively. The field E2 can induce polarization processes in the main bulk of ferroelectric 
crystal.  
When both electrodes are connected via signal amplifier the electric field in the bulk of the sample is 
created. A polarization current in dielectric plate with the thickness L is given by the conventional 
expression 
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Fig.1. The scheme of videosignal registration (I1, I2 – currents in the external circuits, P – spontaneous polarization, L – sample 
thickness) 
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The polarization current does not depend on location of a reversed part of the domain. The total current 
is continuous along all the circuit and transmitted to the amplifier to form the domain structure image. In 
this case the polarization reversal in the main bulk is significant for creating videosignal. The Fig.2 shows 
polarization switching current in TGS registered with electron stimulated polarization current mode. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2. The polarization switching current in TGS (the signal is registered from the bottom electrode, the labels correspond to the 
time moment of switching-on and switching-off of electron beam, probe current is 0.55 nA, accelerating voltage is 15 kV) 
This mode is applicable for ferroelectric crystals with a low coercive field. A low conductivity is 
necessary for accumulating charge enough for polarization reversal. The electron stimulated polarization 
current mode is not non-destructive for domains because the videosignal is generated by polarization 
reversal of the domains orientated opposite to the electric field of the probe. The domain structure image 
can be observed within some (4-6) frames with polarization reversal stages being visualized due to the 
growth of needles-shaped microdomains. 
When analyzing the observed domain structure dynamics we can assume that the polarization reversal 
process indicates the fractal behavior. The polarization switching in this mode is realized via self-similar 
growth of wedge ferroelectric domains. Therefore, the electron-stimulated polarization current as a 
dynamic characteristic of polarization reversal process in ferroelectric crystal can be investigated by 
fractal and multifractal analysis methods.  
3.  Fractal analysis of electron beam induced current 
The first method for the analysis of long-term persistence in time series has been developed by Hurst 
[1]. The so-called rescaled range analysis (R/S analysis) begins with the splitting of the time series  tx  
into non-overlapping segments aI  of size n. Then, the integrated data is calculated in each segment and 
the local trends are also assessed. The differences between the minimum and maximum value, IaR , and 
the standard deviations IaS  are calculated. Therefore, the rescaled range is averaged over all segments 
regarding to n and the Hurst exponent H can be obtained using the following expression  
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The angular coefficient of linear approximation of function (2) in log-log scale provides Hurst 
parameter H and fractal dimension HD  2 . Generally three various dynamics depending on various 
Hurst parameters are considered. The interval 5.00  H  indicates long-term anti-correlated data 
behavior. The value 5.0H  corresponds to the random series and the range 0.15.0  H  determines 
the persistent series. The calculation for time dependence of polarization switching current of TGS crystal 
obtained through electron beam induced mode [6] leads to the following results. Hurst parameter is 
73.0H  and fractal dimension is equal to 27.1D . In order to control the results of fractal dimension 
calculation the Fourier transform method was also applied. The results confirm the fractal behavior of the 
dynamic data of polarization reversal processes in ferroelectric crystals. Self-organized movement of 
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domain boundaries has persistent features due to effects of long-term memory. The preceding conditions 
influence the process of the subsequent condition formation. 
4. Estimation of multifractal characteristics of polarization switching process  
In addition, the splitting of the time series of polarization reversal process into trended parts enables 
the fractal dimension of each part to be estimated. Such approach results in different scaling exponents 
required for different parts of the series. In this case the scaling behavior is more complicated. This fact 
can be explained by multifractal character of these processes due to mixed nature of the initial data. So, 
the method of multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis (MDFA) yields a continuous spectrum of fractal 
dimensions. The MDFA procedure involves the following calculations [7]. First a processed time series 
 kk tx  of length (N+1) is transformed into a new series  kkii xxxz /ln)( 1 , Ni ,1 . Then a profile is 
determined   jizzy ij ,1,   , Nj ,1  ( z  – the mean of series z ), next, jy  is divided into 
 sNNs /int  nonoverlapping segments of equal length s. After that the local trend and variance 
 svF ,2  are defined for each of the sN2  segments in the forward and reverse directions. Then to obtain 
the q-th order fluctuation function average over all segments is calculated as 
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Then the scaling behavior of the fluctuation function is determined by analyzing log-log plots  sFq  
versus s for each value of q. Multifractal scaling exponents )(q  are obtained applying the expression 
    1 qqhq . On the other hand, the singularity spectrum )(f  and singularity strength  related to 
 q  characterize a multifractal series via Legendre transformation  q ,    qqf  . 
Also, the polarization switching current was analyzed using the wavelet transform maxima modules 
method (WTMM) [8], which is based upon the wavelet transform with continuous basis soliton-like 
functions. The local extremum lines of a surface of wavelet coefficient  baW ,  for each scale a are 
calculated according to the WTMM algorithm. Then partial functions ),( aqZ  are estimated. Scaling 
behavior is observed for ),( aqZ , and scaling exponents can be expressed as  
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where W(a,b) is the continuous wavelet transform of function  tx ; a is a scale, b is a time position,   is 
a mother wavelet (in particular, Mexican hat wavelet was used); the largest value of the wavelet transform 
coefficients modules is selected along each line on scales less then a, L(a) is a set of all (l) local maxima 
lines of wavelet transform modules existing on scale a, )(axl  is the line maximum l position on the scale 
a. The scaling exponents )(q  characterize the multifractal properties related to singularity spectrum 
)(f  obtained by Legendre transformation. 
The fractal dimension spectrum of polarization reversal current in TGS crystal is estimated applying 
these methods. The computational schemes of both MDFA and WTMM methods were realized with 
Matlab. The initial data is represented by polarization reversal current component of TGS ferroelectric 
crystals. Fig. 3 shows the result of calculation of wavelet coefficient surface and the corresponding 
singularity spectrum  f  calculated with WTMM. Note that the application the MDFA to experimental 
data processing leads to similar results. 
The wavelet coefficient surface demonstrates hierarchical structure of signal fluctuations. Such feature 
is cased by self-similar properties of polarization switching current. The singularity spectrum determines 
a set of monofractals with dimensions forming initial data. More complex multifractal properties of the 
series correspond to spectral broadening. The analysis of the spectrum form indicates that the measure 
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carrier is the value corresponding to a maximum of a curve 1D  and the abscissa of maximum related to 
Hausdorff dimension 27.12  HD . The width of the spectrum is due to the set of fractal dimensions 
and gives the value 1h . Thus, the multifractal analysis of repolarization current confirms self-similar 
behavior of polarization reversal process in ferroelectric crystal and allows estimating the range of fractal 
dimensions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3. The image of wavelet coefficient surface  (a) and singularity spectrum  f  (b) obtained with WTMM for electron beam 
induced polarization switching current in TGS crystal  
5. Conclusions 
The fractal and multifractal analysis methods allow us to assess the numeric characteristics of self-
organization behavior of polarization switching process in ferroelectrics. The methods of multifractal 
detrended fluctuation analysis and wavelet transform maxima modules method are suggested to the 
description of polarization reversal process in ferroelectric crystal. The computation of fractal and 
multifractal parameters of electron beam induced polarization switching current was performed. The 
dynamic data of polarization switching indicates the persistent character with the specific fractal 
dimension of this process. The use of multifractal approach results in more complex scaling properties in 
a wide range of scales. As a result, we can assume that the estimated fractal characteristics can be used as 
a scaling parameter in fractal model of polarization switching process. The connection between the 
multifractal parameters and switching characteristics of ferroelectric crystals requires the further 
investigation. 
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